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Dear Chairman Gensler and Commissioners:

This commission has heard the complaints of many about position limits that need to be
imposed on the very few. When is this commission going to respond to the misdeeds of
a handful of crooks, even if they happen to be the Bullion Banksters?
When do you stand up to JPMorgan? You are letting this manipulation happen on your
watch. You are the people who are supposed to stand in the gap for honest markets.
Eventually you will be known for what you do, or do not.
Below is Ted Butler’s letter regarding limits, along with a solution. I can’t say it better,
so I won’t attempt to. I would really like to know why silver is the only standout
percentage-wise. These are very valid points. Please let me know as I, and many other
Americans, are very interested.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best Regards,
Steve Teskey
steskey@ryadon.com

September 13, 2010

US Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Three Lafayette Centre
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1155 21st St, NW
Washinl~ton, DC 20581

Dear Chairman Gensler and Fellow Commissioners,

The new Financial Rel~ulatory Reform law mandates that the Commission institute hard
position limits in the derivatives tradinl~ of all commodities of finite supply; enerl~ies,
metals and al~ricultural products. The Commission has soul~ht input to help I~uide it in
determininl~ the proper levels of speculative position limits in these commodities. It is
important that the formula for determininl~ such levels be consistent, economically
sound, fair, and readily understood by all market participants. These same principles
must also be applied to the I~rantinl~ of exemptions to any limits for bona fide hedl~inl~
purposes.

The economic lel~itimacy behind commodity futures and derivatives tradinl~ is to permit
the producers and consumers of commodities the opportunity to offset price risk.
Hedl~ers transfer unwanted price risk to those speculators willinl~ to assume it. The
purpose of position limits is to I~uard al~ainst concentration and manipulation, without
unduly restrictinl~ the liquidity provided by speculators to our derivatives markets. The
key to ensurinl~ economic lel~itimacy and I~uardinl~ al~ainst manipulation without
unnecessarily crimpinl~ liquidity is settinl~ position limits at appropriate levels; not too
hil~h and facilitate manipulation, not too low and choke off liquidity.

All commodities of finite supply are physically produced and consumed. That’s what
makes them finite. Therefore, any formula for determininl~ the proper level of position
limits should be based upon world production and consumption. The simplest formula
would be one based upon a uniform percental~e of the world production of all
commodities of finite supply. Position limits should be established based upon a set
percental~e level of world production that must not be exceeded in any commodity. By
insistinl~ that the same percental~e fil~ure be applied across all commodities of finite
supply, the Commission will assure consistency and fairness in the process.

The One Percent Solution
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I propose that the Commission adopt a hard position limit in the contract equivalent
amount of no more than one percent of the world annual production of any commodity
of finite supply. This 1% speculative position limit would apply to all related derivatives
on an al~l~rel~ate (across all markets) and on an all-months-combined basis. No sinl~le
speculative tradinl~ entity could control on a net basis, Ionl~ or short, a total derivatives
position I~reater than one percent of the annual world production of any commodity.
Such a limit would be larl~e enoul~h to accommodate all but a handful of traders in every
market. Importantly, such a level, evenly enforced, would make concentration and
manipulation impossible. This is the primary mission of the Commission.

To be sure, so sensible is the one percent solution that it is larl~ely in force already
across most commodities of finite supply. This is as it should be. Currently, only a very
few commodities have speculative position limits I~reater than one percent of world
production. Therefore, no radical revision in overall position limits is required. This
should mute concerns about market disruptions, loss of liquidity, or tradinl~ mil~rations
to foreil~n bourses. Truth be told, the levels of position limits in most commodities are
where they should be. That’s because most commodities have current or proposed
position limits much less than one percent of annual production.

For example, the larl~est and most important commodity of finite supply, crude oil, has a
current de facto position limit of close to one-tenth of one percent of annual world
production. With an annual world crude oil production of 30 billion barrels, a position
limit of one percent would result in any one trader beinl~ allowed to hold 300 million
barrels, or 300,000 contracts of the standard 1000 barrel-sized contract. Clearly, that’s
way too hil~h and the exchanl~es have established accountability limits closer to onetenth of one percent, or 30,000 contracts or less instead. Recently proposed enerl~y
position limits by the Commission (withdrawn as a result of the new law) appear to
adhere to the one tenth of one percent threshold in crude oil.

In those commodities where the Commission has set federally-mandated position limits,
such as the I~rains and oilseeds, those limits are all well under one percent of world
production. For example, corn has a position limit of 0.35% of world production, wheat
is at 0.15%, cotton at 0.5% and soybeans are at 0.62% of world annual production. I’m
not sul~l~estinl~ that those limits be raised to one full percent; I’m just demonstratinl~
that the Commission has seen fit to traditionally set hard position limits at less than one
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percent across a broad range of commodities.

Since most commodities already fall well under the one percent of world production
threshold, it is only necessary to bring the few commodities which have position or
accountability levels greater than one percent into line. There are only four
commodities of finite supply which currently have position limits or accountability levels
greater than one percent of world production. Three of them trade on the
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) and one on the COMEX, owned by the CME Group, Inc.

The three ICE commodities include cocoa, coffee and frozen orange juice. Cocoa
currently has an accountability limit of 6000 contracts, or 2% of current world cocoa
production, coffee 5000 contracts, or 1.5% of world production and FCOJ, with a 3200
contract limit is at 1.25% of world production. It should be a relatively simple matter to
bring their respective position limits down to the one percent level.

However, the current accountability level of COMEX silver is more problematic. The
current silver accountability level is 6000 contracts, or 30 million ounces. This is 4.3% of
world annual silver mine production of roughly 700 million ounces, head and shoulders
above any other commodity of finite supply. Based upon the one percent formula, the
position limit in silver should be no greater than 7 million ounces or the equivalent of
1400 contracts (each silver contract is 5000 troy ounces).

It is perplexing why the CME does not bring silver position limits into line with the other
major metals contracts traded on the COMEX. In copper, the current accountability level
is equal to 0.4% of world copper production. Why should silver’s level be more than ten
times greater than copper’s? The COMEX gold contract has an accountability level of
6000 contracts, or 600,000 ounces, based upon the 100 troy ounce contract size. This
represents 0.75% of world production of 80 million ounces. Why does silver have an
accountability limit more than 5 times greater than gold in terms of world production?
As I previously informed the Commission, silver’s accountability level compared to gold’s
is also four to five times larger than it should be in terms of volume, open interest and
exchange inventories. On each and every measure, silver’s accountability level is out of
line.
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The Commission recently received almost 3000 public comments on position limits in
metals, with more than 90% of the comments askinl~ the Commission to enact a position
limit of 1500 contracts in COMEX silver. Based upon a fair and consistent cap of one
percent of world production for all commodities, those writinl~ to the Commission were
justified in their collective opinion. It is a matter of public record that I have url~ed the
Commission and the exchanl~e to adopt a position limit of 1500 contracts in COMEX
silver, for more than 20 years. There has never been, in all that time, any Iol~ical
explanation for not adoptinl~ such a level. In lil~ht of the mandate I~iven to you by
conl~ress and the President, isn’t it time to institute this limit?

As far as the matter of bona fide hedl~inl~ exemptions to lel~itimate position limits, the
l~rantinl~ of exemptions should be as fair and consistent as the settinl~ of the amount of
limits. Any lel~itimate producer or consumer of any commodity of finite supply should
be able to hedl~e its risk up to the amount of its own annual production or consumption.
If a farmer l~rows, or a miner produces, more than 1% of world production, that entity
can hedl~e up to the actual annual amount produced. If an entity owns the physical
commodity and is at price risk with that holdinl~, that entity should be allowed to hedl~e
that actual inventory, even if it is more than 1% of world annual production. But close
attention must be paid by rel~ulators to ensure that such an entity is not l~aminl~ the
market. Any thoul~ht that financial middlemen, such as larl~e banks, should be included
in the lel~itimate producer or consumer catel~ory must be resisted. Our futures markets
were not created so that bil~ financial institutions could manipulate them. The whole
thrust of the Dodd-Frank financial reform law was to l~et the bil~ banks to stop
interferinl~ in our markets.

The Commission has a unique opportunity to finally set position limits on all
commodities of finite supply in a manner that is fair, simple and economically sound. A
formula based upon a strail~ht one percent or less of world production would
accomplish just that.

Ted Butler
Butler Research LLC
September 13, 2010

